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ABSTRACT
Context. The structure and evolution of the disk of the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) are traced by studying the Cepheids.
Aims. We aim to estimate the orientation measurements of the disk, such as the inclination, i, and the position angle of the line of
nodes (PAlon), φ, and the depth of the disk. We also derive the age of the Cepheids and hence the age distribution of the SMC Cepheids.
Methods. We used the V and I band photometric data of the fundamental and first-overtone Cepheids from the Optical Gravitational
Lensing Experiment survey. The period-luminosity (PL) relations were used to estimate the relative distance and reddening of each
Cepheid. The Right Ascension, Declination, and relative distance from the centroid of each Cepheid were converted into x, y, and z
Cartesian coordinates. A weighted least-square plane fitting method was then applied to estimate the structural parameters. The line-
of-sight depth and then the orientation corrected depth or thickness of the disk were estimated from the relative distance measurements.
The period-age-colour (PAC) relation of Cepheids were used to derive the age of the Cepheids.
Results. A break in the PL relations of both the fundamental mode and first-overtone Cepheids at P ∼ 2.95 days and P ∼ 1 day are
observed. An inclination of 64o.4±0o.7 and a PAlon = 155o.3±6o.3 are obtained from the full sample. A reddening map of the SMC
disk is also presented. The orientation-corrected depth or thickness of the SMC disk is found to be 1.76 ± 0.6 kpc. The scale height is
estimated to be 0.82 ± 0.3 kpc. The age distribution of Cepheids matches the SMC cluster age distribution.
Conclusions. The radial variation of the disk parameters mildly indicate structures/disturbances in the inner SMC (0.5 < r < 2.5
degree). Some of the Cepheids found in front of the fitted plane in the eastern regions are possibly the youngest tidally stripped
counterpart of the H i gas of the Magellanic Bridge. The Cepheids behind the fitted plane are most likely the population in the Counter
Bridge predicted in recent numerical simulations. Different scenarios for the origin of the extra-planar Cepheids are also discussed.
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1. Introduction
The Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC), located at a distance of
around 60 kpc, is one of the nearest galaxies. The SMC is
believed to have had interactions with the Large Magellanic
Cloud (LMC) and also with the Milky Way. Features such as
the Magellanic Bridge and the Magellanic Stream are consid-
ered as the observational signatures of these interactions. Recent
proper motion estimates and related studies (Kallivayalil et al.
2013, Kallivayalil et al. 2006a, Kallivayalil et al. 2006b and
Besla et al. 2007) indicate that the LMC and the SMC (together
known as the Magellanic Clouds, MCs) are approaching our
Galaxy for the first time. These results also claim that the MCs
might not have always been a binary system. Besla et al. (2010)
demonstrated that the Magellanic Bridge and the Magellanic
Stream are formed by the mutual interaction of the MCs be-
fore they have been accreted by the Milky Way. Bekki & Chiba
(2008) suggested that the SMC might have undergone a major
merger event in the early stage of its evolution. Therefore, the
structure of the SMC might have been modified by the merger
events in its early evolution and in the recent past by the interac-
tions with the LMC. These interactions might have also affected
the SFH of the SMC.
Both theoretical and observational studies
(Gardiner & Noguchi 1996, Bekki & Chiba 2008, Zaritsky et al.
2000, Harris & Zaritsky 2006, Evans & Howarth 2008) in-
dicate that the SMC is a two-component system where old
and intermediate-age stars are distributed in a spheroidal
or slightly ellipsoidal component and young stars and gas
are distributed in a disk. From studying the old RR Lyrae
stars and the intermediate-age red clump stars in the SMC,
Subramanian & Subramaniam (2012) found that both these
populations have a slightly ellipsoidal distribution and are
located in a similar volume. They also estimated struc-
tural parameters of the ellipsoidal component of the SMC.
Haschke et al. (2012a) studied the RR Lyrae stars in the SMC
and obtained similar results.
Young stars (age <200 Myr) and the H i gas are good tracers
to understand the disk properties. The analysis of young stars
(age < 200 Myr) (Zaritsky et al. 2000) and high-resolution H i
observations (Stanimirovic´ et al. 2004) show that the SMC disk
is quite irregular and asymmetric. The H i observations also
show that the SMC has a significant amount of rotation with a
circular velocity of approximately 60 kms−1 (Stanimirovic´ et al.
2004) and a steep velocity gradient of 91 kms−1 in the south-
west to 200 kms−1 in the north-east. Evans & Howarth (2008)
obtained velocities for 2045 young (O, B, A) stars in the SMC
and found a velocity gradient of similar slope as seen in the H i
gas. Surprisingly, however they found a position angle (∼ 126o)
for the line of the steepest velocity gradient that is quite differ-
ent, and almost orthogonal to that seen in the H i. Using Cepheid
data, Caldwell & Coulson (1986) found the SMC to consist of
a central bar seen edge-on, a near arm in the north-east (NE), a
far arm in the south-west (SW), and a mass of material pulled
out of the centre and seen in fornt of the SW arm. They obtained
an inclination, i = 70◦.0±3◦.0, and a position angle of the clos-
est part of 58◦±10◦ from studying 63 Cepheids. Laney & Stobie
(1986) obtained i = 45◦ ± 7◦ and a position angle of the clos-
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est part to be 55◦ ± 17◦. From the study of Cepheids in the bar
region of the SMC, Groenewegen (2000) estimated an inclina-
tion of 68◦.0±2◦.0 and position angle of the line of nodes, φ, of
238◦.0±7◦.0.
Another interesting feature of the SMC is its high line-of-
sight (LOS) depth. Mathewson et al. (1986) & Mathewson et al.
(1988) found from studying SMC Cepheids that the SMC has
a considerable line-of-sight depth of ∼ 20 Kpc. Crowl et al.
(2001) estimated a depth of 6-12 Kpc from studying clus-
ters. From the analysis of red clump stars and RR Lyrae stars,
Subramanian & Subramaniam (2012) found an LOS depth of
14 kpc, which corresponds to the ∼ 3σ value. Kapakos et al.
(2011) estimated an LOS depth of 4.13± 0.27 kpc, which corre-
sponds to the 1σ depth from the study of RR Lyrae stars. For old
and intermediate-age stars in the SMC, a high LOS depth is ex-
pected because they are assumed to be distributed in a spheroidal
or slightly ellipsoidal system. For the young stars such as the
Cepheids, a high LOS depth is likewise expected as they are dis-
tributed in a highly inclined plane. The LOS depth has to be
corrected for the orientation of the disk to obtain the depth of
the disk.
Haschke et al. (2012a) (hereafter H12) studied the
fundamental-mode Cepheids in the SMC identified by the
Optical Gravitational Lensing Experiment (OGLE III) survey.
They estimated an inclination of 74◦ ± 9◦. From the number
density map, they also estimated the position angle of the
major axis of the SMC disk, which is given as 66◦ ± 15◦.
The individual distances of Cepheids obtained in H12 range
from 45-75 kpc, which corresponds to a wide extent in the
line-of-sight depth. They estimated the LOS depth by dividing
the observed regions into sub-regions and taking the dispersion
in the distances (corrected for uncertainties in distances) in
the sub-regions. From the upper and lower panels of Fig.6 of
H12 the LOS depth values range from ∼ 3-9 kpc. They also
estimated a LOS depth of 4.2 ± 0.4 kpc (corresponding to 1 σ
depth) from studying RR Lyrae stars. It was found that the scale
height of Cepheids exceeds that of the RR Lyrae stars. Scale
height of younger population is commonly expected to be lower
than that of older population. The greater scale height for the
Cepheids obtained by H12 compared with the older population
may be due to the fact the LOS depth is not corrected for the
inclination.
In the present study the VI band photometric data of the fun-
damental and first-overtone mode Cepheids in the SMC, iden-
tified from the OGLE III survey, are analysed to understand the
structural parameters, orientation-corrected depth/thickness, and
the star formation history of the SMC disk. H12 derived the incli-
nation, position angle of the major axis, and the LOS depth of the
SMC disk using only the fundamental-mode Cepheids, whereas
we study both the fundamental and first-overtone Cepheids,
which makes the sample size larger. H12 used a single period
- luminosity (PL) relation given by Sandage et al. (2009) to de-
rive the distances to each Cepheid. On the other hand, because
we identified a break in the PL relations of both the fundamen-
tal and first over tone sample, the separate PL relations of the
shorter and longer period sample were used to derive the rela-
tive distances and hence the structural parameters of the SMC
disk. This improves the accuracy of the estimated parameters.
Along with the inclination, position angle of the major axis, and
the LOS depth, we also derived the position angle of the line
of nodes and the orientation-corrected scale height of the SMC
disk. We also estimate the age of the individual Cepheid and
hence the age distribution of the Cepheids in the SMC disk. A
detailed comparison of the study of H12 with the present work
is given in Sect. 5.2.1.
The structural parameters we estimate are the inclination,
i , the position angle of the line of nodes, φ, and the line-of-
sight depth. The PL relations are obtained and are used to esti-
mate the structural parameters of the SMC disk. As a by-product
of this study, a reddening map towards the SMC disk is also
obtained. Cepheids also obey period-age (PA) and period-age-
colour (PAC) relations which can be used to derive the star for-
mation history (SFH) of the external galaxies. Here we use the
PAC relation to estimate the age and hence try to understand the
SFH of the SMC disk.
The structure of the paper is as follows: The next section
describes the optical data of the Cepheids. Sect. 3 reports the
methodology involved in estimating the structural parameters
and the SFH of the SMC disk. The results are presented in Sect.
4. The discussion and summary are given in Sects. 5 and 6.
2. Data
The seventh part of OGLE III catalog (Soszyn˜ski et al. 2010) of
variable stars consists of 4630 classical Cepheids in the SMC.
In this catalogue 2626 classical Cepheids are fundamental-
mode pulsators, and 1644 Cepheids are first overtone pulsators.
Among the total 4270 Cepheids taken for the study, only 4235
(2603 fundamental mode and 1632 first-overtone) stars have si-
multaneous detections in the V and I bands, and we considered
only these stars for our analysis.
3. Methodology
3.1. Structural parameters
The PL relation is used to estimate the relative distance of each
Cepheid from the centre of the SMC. The methodology is de-
scribed below. It is similar to that used by Nikolaev et al. (2004)
for the analysis of LMC Cepheids. The PL relation is given by
Mλ = αλ log(P) + βλ + ǫλ(M, Te f f , Z), (1)
where λ denotes the photometric bands in which Cepheids are
observed, Mλ is the mean intrinsic magnitude, α and β are the
PL coefficients and P the pulsation period. ǫ is some unknown
function of stellar parameters, such as pulsation mass, effective
temperature, and metallicity. Equation (1) is exact, because func-
tion ǫ includes all parameters that affect the stellar luminosity.
The Mλ can be converted into observed mean magnitude, mλ us-
ing the equation
mλ = µ + Aλ + αλ log(P) + βλ + ǫλ, (2)
where µ and Aλ are the distance modulus and extinction in the
photometric band denoted by λ. Aλ = RλE(B − V), where Rλ
is the ratio of total to selective extinction and E(B − V) is the
reddening. RV is 3.12 (Bessel & Brett 1988). RI is taken as
1.75, which is calculated as follows: E(V − I) = 1.25 E(B − V)
(Bessel & Brett 1988) and AI = 1.4 E(B − V) (Schlegel et al.
1998). From these two equations we can find that AI = 1.75
E(B − V).
The general form of function ǫ is unknown, and as given
in Nikolaev et al. (2004), we assume ǫ has a distribution with
mean zero and dispersion σ0. The main effect of of the unknown
physics is on the dispersion of the observed PL relation. Note
that the dispersion is in general a function of wavelength. There
is no loss of generality in assuming zero mean for the distribution
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of ǫ, since zero point β can always be shifted to accommodate
any mean ǫ.
The quantities µ and E(B − V) can be divided into two parts,
one mean quantity corresponding to the entire galaxy, and the
other varies from star to star. The index i in the equations below
denotes an individual star.
µi = µgalaxy + δµi (3)
E(B − V)i = E(B − V)galaxy + δE(B − V)i (4)
The mean distance modulus, the mean extinction, and the mean
of the function ǫ (here we have assumed ǫ as a function with
mean zero) can be incorporated into the quantity β and the
equation for each star connecting the mean observed magnitude
(mλ,i), relative distance, and relative reddening is given as
mλ,i = δµi + RλδE(B − V)i + αλ log(P)i + β
′
λ, (5)
The PL relation coefficients (αλ and β′λ) of the sample us-
ing the observed mean V and I magnitudes are obtained. These
coefficients are substituted into the PL relation given by Eq. 5.
The variation in distance modulus and reddening of each star
from the mean values towards the SMC are estimated by solv-
ing the equations for V and I passbands. The errors assosicated
with the relative distance modulus and the relative reddening are
estimated by considering the fit errors in the co-efficients of the
PL relations, the photometric errors, and the intrisic dispersion
of the PL relation. Gieren et al. (1998) estimated the intrisic dis-
persion in the LMC Cepheid PL relation to be ∼ 0.11 mag and
also found that the value remains more or less the same from
V to K band. Under the assumption that the intrisic dispersion
in the Cepheid PL relation of the SMC is similar to that of the
LMC, we used the value of 0.11 mag as the intrisic dispersion
(in V and I bands) in estimating the errors associated with the
realtive distances of our sample. Again, the final values of the
structural parameters are not very sensitive to the choice of this
value (Nikolaev et al. 2004).
The relative distance modulus δµi is converted into rela-
tive distance, ∆D by the equation ∆Di = D0(10δµi/5 -1). D0
is the mean distance to the SMC. The error in relative dis-
tance is also calculated using the error propagation rule for ex-
ponentiation. The application of the error propagation rule in-
dicates that the errors are large for Cepheids at farther dis-
tances. The RA, Dec, and the relative distance are converted
into x,y,z coordinates using the transformation equations given
below (van der Marel & Cioni 2001, see also the Appendix of
Weinberg & Nikolaev 2001).
x = −D sin(α − α0) cos δ (6)
y = D sin δ cos δ0 − D sin δ0 cos(α − α0) cos δ (7)
z = D0 − D sin δ sin δ0 − D cos δ0 cos(α − α0) cos δ, (8)
where D, the distance to each Cepheid is given by D = D0
± ∆D. (α, δ) and (α0, δ0) represent the RA and Dec of each
Cepheid and the centroid of the sample. The x-axis is antiparallel
to the RA axis, the y-axis is parallel to the declination axis, and
the z-axis is toward the observer. Because the structural param-
eters of the galaxy are estimated based on the relative variation
of the distance of the sources within the galaxy, the mean value
of distance we take does not affect the parameter determination.
After determining the x,y, and z coordinates, we applied a
weighted least-square plane fit to obtain the structural parame-
ters of the SMC disk. The equation of the plane assumed is
z = Ax + By +C. (9)
From the coefficients of the planar equation A, B, and C, the
structural parameters i and φ can be calculated using the formula
inclination, i = arccos(C/
√
A2 + B2 + 1) (10)
PAlon, φ = arctan(−A/B) + sign(B)π/2. (11)
The deviations of each Cepheid from the fitted plane can be cal-
culated. The expected z for a Cepheid in the plane is estimated
from the equation of a plane. The difference in the expected and
calculated z values is taken as the deviation of the Cepheid from
the fitted plane. Thus the regions with extra-planar features can
be identified and quantified. When the deviations are estimated,
the Cepheids with deviations stronger than twice the error in z
are omitted and the plane-fitting procedure is applied to the re-
maining regions to re-estimate the structural parameters of the
SMC disk plane. The error in the estimate of the SMC disk pa-
rameters is calculated by propagating the systematic errors asso-
ciated with all the quantities involved in the estimation.
The range of relative distances of Cepheids with respect to
the mean distance of the SMC gives an estimate of the LOS
depth of the disk. The depth/thickness of the SMC disk can be
estimated by correcting the LOS depth for the orientations of the
disk with respect to the sky plane. The actual thickness of the
SMC disk can be estimated after deprojecting the observed data
to the SMC plane. Once we have the orientation measurements
(φ, i), the (x,y,z) coordinates in the sky plane can be transformed
into the actual plane of the SMC (x’,y’,z’) by using the transfor-
mation equations given below (van der Marel & Cioni 2001),
x′ = x cos(φ + 90) + y sin(φ + 90) (12)
y′ = −x sin(φ + 90) cos i + y cos(φ + 90) cos i − z sin i (13)
z′ = −x sin(φ + 90) sin i + y cos(φ + 90) sin i + z cos i. (14)
The range of z’ gives the measure of the actual depth/thickness
of the SMC disk.
3.2. Age of the Cepheids
The period - age (PA) relation of Cepheids are used in general
to estimate the age of each Cepheid and hence the recent SFH
of the SMC. Efremov (1978) derived an empirical PA relation
by adopting Cepheids in Galactic, in M31, and in LMC clusters,
whose age was estimated independently. Magnier et al. (1997)
derived a new semi-empirical PA relation and used Cepheids in
NGC 206, the super association in M31, to trace the age distribu-
tion and, in turn, the SFH in this region, located at the intersec-
tion of two spiral arms. A similar approach was also adopted by
Efremov & Elmegreen (1998), Grebel & Brandner (1998), and
Efremov (2003), who also derived new empirical PA relations
on the basis of a larger sample of cluster Cepheids.
Later, Bono et al. (2005) presented new theoretical PA and PAC
relations for the fundamental and first overtone Cepheids for ac-
curate individual stellar age estimations in our Galaxy and in the
MCs. These theoretical relations were based on homogeneous
and detailed sets of nonlinear, convective pulsation models cov-
ering a broad range of stellar masses and chemical compositions,
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together with evolutionary models. They indicated that using the
PAC relation improves the accuracy of age estimates in the long-
period (log P > 1) range (young Cepheids), since they account
for the position of individual objects inside the instability strip.
The PAC relation for the fundamental mode and first-overtone
Cepheids presented by Bono et al. (2005) for the SMC metallic-
ity of (Z=0.004) are
log(t) = 8.24±0.09−0.88±0.02log(P)+0.42±0.08(V− I)0(15)
and
log(t) = 8.06±0.06−1.16±0.02log(P)+0.64±0.08(V−I)0, (16)
where t is the age of the Cepheid in years, P is the period in days,
and (V − I)0 is the intrinsic colour of the Cepheid. Bono et al.
(2005) performed a detailed comparison between the evolution-
ary ages, based on isochrone fit and pulsation ages based on
the PA and PAC relations of a sample of LMC and SMC clus-
ters with at least two Cepheids. The difference in evolutionary
and pulsation ages was found to be smaller than 20%. Based on
these results, Bono et al. (2005) proposed that the PA and PAC
realtions can be used for accurate age estimations and hence to
trace the age distribution across the MCs. Later, Marconi et al.
(2006) applied these relations to Cepheids in the inner regions of
the MCs to constrain the SFH of these galaxies. In our analysis,
we used the PAC relations given by Bono et al. (2005) for the
SMC metallicity to estimate the age distribution of our sample
Cepheids.
4. Results
4.1. PL relations
A break in the PL relation of the SMC fundamental-mode
Cepheids at about 2.5 days was reported by Bauer et al.
(1999) and confirmed by Udalski et al. (1999), Sharpee et al.
(2002), Sandage et al. (2009), and Soszyn˜ski et al. (2010). From
the detailed analysis of Cepheids in the bar region of the
SMC, Tammann et al. (2011) found that the PL relation of
fundamental-mode Cepheids has a break at logP = 0.55 (which
approximately corresponds to a period of 3.548 days) and the
PL relation of first-overtone Cepheids has a break at logP = 0.4
(which corresponds to a Period of 2.5 days). Other than in the
study of Tammann et al. (2011), linear regression analysis was
not performed to estimate the break points.
We analysed our sample independently using two linear re-
gression model, where the break point is considered as a free
parameter. A small discontinuity at the break point is also con-
sidered as a requirement for the fit. Thus the break points, which
minimize the residuals of the fits in the fundamental-mode and
first-overtone Cepheids, are estimated separately. The PL dia-
grams with the break points are shown in Fig. 1. The PL relations
of fundamental-mode Cepheids in V and I bands have a break at
log(P) = 0.47, which corresponds to a period of ∼ 2.95 days. The
PL relations of first-overtone Cepheids show a break at log(P) =
0.029, which corresponds to a period of ∼ 1 day. Kanbur et al.
(2006) investigated the break in the LMC PL relation (at P = 10
days) and proposed that the break might be the result of interac-
tion of the hydrogen ionization front with the photosphere of the
star. They also mentioned that the metallicity of the host galaxy
and the sample affect the interaction of the hydrogen ionization
front with the photosphere and hence in turn affect the break
in PL relations. Based on stellar evolution, Cordier et al. (2003)
claimed that the fainter Cepheids in the SMC are metal poor.
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Fig. 1. V and I band PL diagrams of fundamental-mode and first-
overtone Cepheids. The estimated break points are also shown
as blue squares. The red points in all the panels represent the
outliers after a 3σ clipping was applied.
The metal-poor nature of the fainter Cepheids may also be the
reason for the observed break in PL relation, and this possibility
is discussed in Sect. 5.1. Based on the observed break in the PL
relations, we divided the fundamental-mode and first-overtone
data set into two sub-groups each.
The 2603 fundamental mode Cepheids were divided into one
group with log(P)> 0.47 and an other group with log(P)< 0.47.
The first group contains 789 stars, latter group contains 1814
stars. The PL relations for the two groups were obtained sepa-
rately using least-square fit of the observed magnitudes and pe-
riods with 3σ clipping. After applying 3σ clipping to the data in
the V and I bands, we had 778 stars in the longer period group
and 1764 stars in the shorter period group for further analysis in
the fundamental-mode Cepheids. The slope, intercept, and stan-
dard deviation of the best fit are given in Table. 1. The lower left
and upper left panels of Fig. 1 show the V and I band PL dia-
grams of fundamental-mode Cepheids with the break points and
best fits. From the plots and table we can see that the slope of
the sample with shorter period Cepheids is steeper than that of
the longer period Cepheids.
The sample of 1632 first-overtone Cepheids were also
divided into two sub-groups. There are 569 first-overtone
Cepheids which have log(P) < 0.029 and 1063 Cepheids with
log(P) > 0.029. The PL relations for the two groups obtained
separately using least-square fit of the observed magnitudes and
periods with 3σ clipping. After applying 3σ clipping to the data
in V and I bands, we had 1041 stars in the longer period group
and 559 stars in the shorter period group for further analysis in
the first-overtone mode Cepheids. The slope, intercept, and stan-
dard deviation (σ) of the best fits are given in Table. 1. The lower
right and upper right panels of Fig. 1 show the V and I bands
PL diagrams of first-overtone Cepheids with the break points
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Table 1. Coefficients of PL relations of fundamental-mode and first-overtone Cepheids
Data αλ β
′
λ σ
Fundamental-mode Cepheids
This study, break point at log(P) = 0.47
V-band data with log(P) > 0.47 -2.67±0.041 17.82±0.032 0.28
V-band data with log(P) < 0.47 -3.19±0.053 18.06±0.013 0.26
I-band data with log(P) > 0.47 -2.93±0.032 17.26±0.025 0.22
I-band data with log(P) < 0.47 -3.37±0.043 17.47±0.011 0.21
Tammann et al. (2011), break point at log(P) = 0.55. Adopted (m-M)0 = 18.93.
V-band data with log(P) > 0.55 -2.53±0.056 -1.466±0.050 0.25
V-band data with log(P) < 0.55 -3.20±0.060 -1.071±0.018 0.22
I-band data with log(P) > 0.55 -2.84±0.043 -1.872±0.038 0.19
I-band data with log(P) < 0.55 -3.37±0.046 -1.577±0.013 0.17
First-overtone Cepheids
This study, break point at log(P) = 0.029
V-band data with log(P) > 0.029 -3.03±0.056 17.33±0.016 0.27
V-band data with log(P) < 0.029 -3.59±0.125 17.35±0.017 0.30
I-band data with log(P) > 0.029 -3.23±0.045 16.79±0.013 0.22
I-band data with log(P) < 0.029 -3.63±0.101 16.81±0.014 0.25
Tammann et al. (2011), break point at log(P) = 0.4. Adopted (m-M)0 = 18.93.
V-band data with log(P) > 0.4 -2.53±0.056 -2.028±0.026 0.24
V-band data with log(P) < 0.4 -3.20±0.060 -1.759±0.010 0.25
I-band data with log(P) > 0.4 -2.84±0.043 -2.423±0.020 0.19
I-band data with log(P) < 0.4 -3.74±0.046 -2.210±0.008 0.19
and best fits. As for the fundamental-mode Cepheids, the first-
overtone sample shorter Cepheids also have steeper slope than
the longer period Cepheids.
For the fundamental-mode Cepheids, the break point esti-
mated by Tammann et al. (2011) is close to what we have ob-
tained. They had also divided the fundamental-mode sample into
two sub-groups based on the break point they estimated. The PL
co-efficients obtained for the two sub-groups by Tammann et al.
(2011) are given in Table. 1. From the table, we can see that
the slope values they estimated for the two sub-groups of their
fundamental mode Cepheids match with our estimates well. On
the other hand, the break point and the PL coefficients estimated
for the first-overtone Cepheids in their study differ from that of
our estimates. The difference in the sample size of the two stud-
ies might cause a difference in the estimates of the prominent
breaks. The probable reasons for the differences in the two stud-
ies are discussed in Sect. 5.1.
4.2. Spatial distribution
The estimated coefficients were substituted in the respective PL
relations of V and I bands (Eq. 5) and these equations were
solved simultaneously to obtain the variation of distance and red-
dening of each star from the mean value. We used the PL rela-
tions for shorter and longer period Cepheids in the fundamental-
mode and first-overtone modes. The RA, Dec, and variation in
the distance are converted into x,y,z coordinates. The z coor-
dinate represents the relative distance of the star with respect
to the centre of the SMC. The distance towards the SMC cen-
tre was taken as 60 kpc. The convention used is such that the
+ve z axis points towards us, the -ve z axis away from us. We
estimated the x,y,z coordinates with respect to the centroid of
the different sub-groups of the sample. The centroid values of
the different sub-groups of the sample and the whole sample are
given in Table 2. From the table we can see that the shorter pe-
riod sample in both the fundamental and first-overtone sample
have a similar centroid. Similarly, the longer period Cepheids of
the fundamental and first-overtone sample have similar centroid.
The centroid of the longer period Cepheids is shifted towards the
north-eastern part from that of the shorter period Cepheids.
The fit error of the PL co-efficients, the uncertainty in the
reddening law, and the photometric errors were propagated prop-
erly to estimate the error in relative magnitude variation and
hence the error in relative distance. Because the relative distance
estimates were used to calculate the values of z, the error in the
estimation of relative distances was propagated using the error
propagation rule to quantify the error in z. The average error in
z is ∼ 2.8 kpc.
The XY, XZ, and YZ distributions of shorter and longer pe-
riod sub-samples of the fundamental mode and first over tone
Cepheids in the SMC are shown in Fig. 2. From the XY distribu-
tions shown in the left panels, we can see that the longer period
Cepheids, especially the longer period ones in the fundamental-
mode sample, are concentrated more along the bar region. We
estimated the position angle of the major axis of the XY distri-
butions of all the sub-samples. The estimates are given in Table.
2. The values in the table are comparable with the estimates by
H12.
From the middle panels (XZ distribution) we can see that
the Cepheids in the eastern part of the SMC are closer. We can
also see a gradient in the relative distances of the Cepheids from
east to west. The linear drift in the relative distances is the ef-
fect of the inclination of the SMC disk. The plots show that the
longer period fundamental-mode Cepheids have steeper gradient
than the shorter period ones. For the shorter period first-overtone
Cepheids, the gradient is not very clearly seen. This may be
due to the small sample size. The longer period first-overtone
Cepheids have a steeper gradient than the fundamental-mode
Cepheids.
The YZ distributions shown in the right panels of Fig. 2 sug-
gest that there is a nearly symmetric distribution of Cepheids
along the line of sight with respect to the centre in the south-
ern side (Y < 0) of the SMC. On the other hand, more stars are
closer to us in the northern side. This mildly suggest that on an
average the northern side of the SMC is closer to us than the
southern side. This trend is more prominent for the outer con-
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Table 2. Centroid coordinates and position angle of the major axis of different sub-groups in the Cepheid sample.
Sample Number of RA of the centroid Dec of the centroid Position angle of
Cepheids (hh:mm:ss) (degree) Major axis
Fundamental-mode Cepheids with log(P) < 0.47 1764 00:54:41 -73.02 72◦.1±1◦.0
Fundamental-mode Cepheids with log(P) > 0.47 778 00:56:41 -72.90 65◦.7±1◦.5
Fundamental-mode Cepheids 2542 00:55:18 -72.99 70◦.1±0◦.8
First-overtone Cepheids with log(P) < 0.029 559 00:55:11 -73.06 73◦.3±1◦.8
First overtone Cepheids with log(P) > 0.029 1041 00:56:37 -72.93 70◦.0±1◦.3
First-overtone Cepheids 1600 00:56:07 -72.97 71◦.2±1◦.1
Fundamental & first-overtone Cepheids 4142 00:55:37 -72.98 70◦.5±0◦.6
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Fig. 2. XY, XZ and YZ distributions of fundamental-mode and first-overtone Cepheids. The left panels show the XY distributions
of different sub-samples. The middle panels show the XZ distributions of different sub-samples. The right panels show the YZ
distributions of different sub-samples. The convention of z-axis is such that the +ve z-axis represents the direction towards the
observer and the -ve z-axis represents the direction away from us. The density contours are overplotted in all the panels.
tours. We do not see any gradient from north to south as seen
from east to west. The YZ distribution of shorter period first-
overtone Cepheids is not very well described; this may again be
because of the small sample size.
4.3. Reddening map
The foreground reddening towards each Cepheid in the
fundamental-mode sample and first-overtone sample was esti-
mated using the relation, E(B − V) = E(B − V)mean + δE(B-
V). The mean value of reddening towards the SMC was taken
as E(B − V)mean = 0.09 (Massey et al. 1995). The E(B − V)
estimated from the whole sample consisting of fundamental-
mode and first-over tone Cepheids ranges from 0.03 to 0.27
mag with an average value of 0.096±0.08 mag. The average of
the reddening values estimated from fundamental-mode shorter
and longer periods Cepheids separately are 0.096 ± 0.07 mag
and 0.097± 0.08. The upper left and upper right panels in Fig.
3 show the two-dimensional reddening maps obtained from
the shorter and longer period fundamental-mode Cepheids. The
average of the reddening values estimated from first-overtone
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Fig. 3. E(B-V) reddening maps towards the SMC derived from the fundamental-mode and first-overtone Cepheids.
shorter and longer periods Cepheids separately are 0.087 ± 0.07
mag and 0.094± 0.07. The lower left and lower right panels
in Fig. 3 show the two-dimensional reddening maps obtained
from the shorter and longer period first-overtone Cepheids. From
all the panels of Fig. 3, we can see that the central regions
have a higher reddening than the surrounding regions. This re-
sult is consistent with the reddening map (Indu & Subramaniam
2011) obtained from the stars younger than 100 Myr. The red-
dening map obtained from the red clump stars given in Fig.
4 of Subramanian & Subramaniam (2012) also shows large
reddening in the central regions. The mean E(B − V) ob-
tained from the study of young stars (Indu & Subramaniam
2011) is ∼ 0.13 mag and from the study of red clump stars
Subramanian & Subramaniam (2012) it is 0.037 mag. The rela-
tive variation of reddening in the SMC is similar in all the red-
dening maps obtained from different tracers. Even though the
regions with high reddening coincide in the reddening maps ob-
tained using different tracers, the values are different. The mean
value obtained from our study is 0.096± 0.08 mag. This is sim-
ilar to the value obtained from the study of stellar population of
similar age as that of Cepheids (Indu & Subramaniam 2011).
4.4. Orientation measurements
The SMC disk was modelled to have a two dimensional planar
geometry. Disk parameters such as the inclination i and the po-
sition angle of the line of nodes, φ, can be estimated by solving
the equation of the plane of the disk, as explained in Sect. 3.
The Cartesian coordinates (xyz) of the Cepheids in our sample
were estimated in the previous section. A plane-fitting procedure
was applied to these Cartesian coordinates. From the coefficients
of the equation of the plane, the structural parameters were es-
timated. These parameters were estimated separately using the
longer and shorter period sample of fundamental-mode and first-
overtone Cepheids, the combined sample of fundamental-mode
Cepheids, the combined sample of first-overtone Cepheids, and
finally for the full sample. The extra-planar features in the SMC
disk were estimated as explained in section 3. The average error
in z is ∼ 2.8 kpc and the deviations greater than 6 kpc (which
correspond to more than twice the error in z) were considered
as real deviations. After removing outliers from the sample, the
planar parameters for the sub-groups were re-estimated. The pa-
rameters obtained are given in Table 3. From the table we can
see that the φ values and i values have a range, but they match
within errors.
To understand the locations where Cepheids deviate strongly
from the plane, we plotted the two-dimensional plots of the devi-
ations obtained for the entire sample in Fig. 4. Of 4142 Cepheids,
551 (13.3%) are out of the plane. There are 192 Cepheids (5%
of the total sample and 35% of the outliers) in front of the fit-
ted plane. There are 359 Cepheids (9% of the total sample and
65% of the outliers) behind the fitted plane. Comparing these
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Table 3. Orientation measurements of the SMC disk
Data Parameters before excluding the outliers Parameters after excluding those
which show deviation > 6 kpc
Number i (degrees) φ (degrees) Number i (degrees) φ (degrees)
Fundamental-mode Cepheids
Cepheids with log(P) < 0.47 1764 63.1 ± 0.98 156.1 ± 8.8 1549 63.2 ± 1.09 151.4 ± 9.2
Cepheids with log(P) > 0.47 778 64.9 ± 1.61 148.7 ± 13.7 683 64.9 ± 1.66 154.9 ± 15.6
Combined sample 2542 63.3 ± 0.85 154.5 ± 7.4 2230 63.1 ± 0.96 151.5 ± 7.8
First-overtone Cepheids
Cepheids with log(P) < 0.029 559 67.2 ± 0.90 174.1 ± 16.1 440 65.3 ± 1.21 174.2 ± 18.4
Cepheids with log(P) > 0.029 1041 66.8 ± 1.04 154.3 ± 11.5 927 68.4 ± 0.95 156.3 ± 12.4
Combined sample 1600 66.7 ± 0.72 163.0 ± 9.6 1367 66.3 ± 0.86 159.3 ± 10.2
Combined sample of fundamental-mode and first-overtone 4142 64.6 ± 0.58 158.3 ± 5.9 3591 64.4 ± 0.66 155.3 ± 6.3
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two plots, we can see that the number of closer and farther sam-
ple in the central region is almost similar, whereas the northern
and southern regions have more farther Cepheids and the east-
ern and western regions have more closer Cepheids. The extra
planar features are later discussed in detail in Sect. 5.3.
The radial variation of the disk parameters up to ∼ 3 degrees
of the SMC disk is studied using the entire (fundamental-mode
and first-overtone) sample and is shown in Fig. 5. The radial
variation of inclination shows that in the inner disk (r <∼2.5
degrees) i gradually decreases and then becomes almost con-
stant in the outer disk. On the other hand, φ in the inner disk
(r <∼2.5 degrees) gradually increases and then becomes almost
constant in the outer disk. There is a mild indication of struc-
tures/disturbances in the inner SMC (0.5 < r < 2.5 degree).
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Fig. 5. Radial variation of the inclination and position angle of
the line of nodes of the SMC disk.
Beyond r > 2.5, the SMC disk seems to be stable and less struc-
tured/disturbed. A similar study of the outer disk of the SMC,
which is beyond the scope of this study (r > 3 degree), will be
useful to understand the structural variations in the outer disk.
The z values of the combined sample of fundamental-mode
and first-overtone Cepheids are plotted along the axis perpen-
dicular to the line of nodes, the axis of steepest gradient and is
shown in Fig. 6. The effect of inclination is clearly seen in the
plot. The slope estimated for the gradient is 1.91±0.05, which
converts into an inclination of 62◦.4 ± 2◦.9. The inclination
obtained matches the inclination values obtained from the
plane-fitting procedure within errors.
After obtaining the orientation measurements of the SMC
disk with respect to the sky plane, we can use the transformation
equations to derive the (x’,y’,z’) coordinates in the SMC plane.
The structural parameters obtained from the combined sample of
fundamental-mode and first-overtone Cepheids were used for the
transformation. The x’y’z’ system was obtained by two rotations
of the xyz system, first a counter-clockwise rotation around the
z axis by an angle (φ + 90) then by a clockwise rotation around
the new x’ axis by an angle i. The x’ axis is along the line of
nodes of the SMC disk and the y’ axis is perpendicular to x’.
The x’-y’ plane is the actual SMC plane and is defined by the
perpendicular axis, z’ = 0. The range of z’ values obtained using
transformation equations is the actual measure of the intrinsic
depth/thickness of the disk. The standard convention of z’ is such
that the positive and negative values represent the direction in
front and behind the SMC plane.
The relative distance (z) of the Cepheids in our sample with
respect to the mean distance to the SMC gives an estimate of
the LOS depth of the disk. But this value will over-estimate the
depth/thickness of the disk because of its orientation with re-
spect to the sky plane, especially its high inclination. The depth
corrected for orientation effects is the intrinsic depth/thickness
of the disk. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the range
-2 0 2
-20
0
20
Axis of steepest gradient (kpc) 
NE SW
Fig. 6. Relative distances (z) are plotted against the axis of steep-
est gradient. The red points are stars which show deviation
higher than 6 kpc. The direction of inclination is shown as a red
line.
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Fig. 7. x’-y’, x’-z’ and y’-z’ distributions of the SMC Cepheids
are shown in the left lower, left upper, and right upper panels,
respectively. In all the panels, the black points are the sample on
the fitted plane and the red points are the outliers.
of z’ values obtained using transformation equations is the
actual measure of the intrinsic depth/thickness of the disk.
Figure 8 shows the z’ and z distributions of the SMC disk. The
2σz and 2σz′ values of the z and z’ distributions can be taken
as the measure of the LOS depth and the orientation-corrected
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Fig. 8. Number distributions of the z and z’ estimates of
Cepheids. Black and blue represent the z’ and z distributions.
The blue and black lines represent the best Gaussian fits to the
respective distributions.
depth/thickness of the disk. These have to corrected for the error
associated with the estimate of z and z’. The average error,σdis
associated with the estimate of z and z’ is ∼ 2.8 kpc. Thus the
LOS depth = ((2σz)2 − σ2dis)0.5.
The orientation-corrected depth/thickness = ((2σz′)2 − σ2dis)0.5.
The LOS depth estimated based on the z distribution is
8.1 ± 1.4 kpc. H12 estimated a LOS depth of 7.5 ± 0.3 kpc,
based on the study of fundamental-mode Cepheids in the
OGLE III field which matches our estimates within errors. The
orientation-corrected depth/thickness estimated based on z’
distribution is 1.76 ± 0.6 kpc. The scale height of the SMC disk
can be calculated from the depth estimates using the relation
scale height = 0.4648 * depth, given in H12. Thus the scale
height of the SMC disk is found to be 0.82 ± 0.3 kpc.
The scale height of the SMC disk can be compared with that
of the LMC and the Milky Way. From studying the Cepheids,
Haschke et al. (2012b) estimated the scale height of the LMC
disk as 0.8±0.2 kpc. The scale height of the young population in
the thin disk of our Galaxy is ∼ 100 pc. The values indicate that
the scale height decreases as the mass of the system increases.
This is consistent with the results of Seth et al. (2005), who re-
ported that lower mass galaxies form stars in a thicker disk than
high mass galaxies. The mutual interactions with the MCs could
have made the disks of these galaxies thicker.
4.5. Age distribution of Cepheids
The ages of the fundamental-mode and fisrt-over tone Cepheids
in the sample were estimated using the respective PAC relation
given in Sect. 3.2. The sample stars have an age range of 10-900
Myr. The average error in age is ∼ 20 Myr. The age distribu-
0 100 200 300 400 500
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100
200
300
400
500
Age (Myr)
Fig. 9. Age distribution of Cepheids in the SMC.
tion of the total sample is shown in Fig. 9. We restricted the
sample to the age of 500 Myr as very few Cepheids are older
than 500 Myr. The age distribution in Fig. 9 shows two peaks,
the main peak at 200-220 Myr and another smaller peak at 100-
140 Myr. Pietrzyn˜ski & Udalski (2000) found two peaks in the
age distribution of SMC young clusters, at ∼ 100 Myr and ∼
160 Myr. Glatt et al. (2010) found a peak of cluster formation
around 160 Myr in the SMC. We inspected the age distribu-
tion plots (Fig. 1 of Pietrzyn˜ski & Udalski 2000 and Fig. 5 of
Glatt et al. 2010) obtained in the previous studies. Figure 1 of
Pietrzyn˜ski & Udalski (2000) and the lower panel of Fig.5 of
Glatt et al. (2010) show that there are two peaks in the age range
100-200 Myr in the SMC with a dip in between. Thus the gen-
eral profile of the age distribution of Cepheids matches the age
distribution of clusters.
Two-dimensional plots of the age distribution of Cepheids
in the SMC are shown in Fig. 10. The age bin size in all the
panels except the right bottom panel is 50 Myr. In the right bot-
tom panel, the sample with age > 400 Myr are shown. These
older Cepheids are mainly from the shorter period first-overtone
sample. The figure shows the spatial distribution of Cepheids at
different epochs. From the upper middle panel it can be seen that
the Cepheids with age≤ 100 Myr are concentrated in the north-
ern and eastern regions compared with the southern and western
regions. The upper left panel shows that the younger Cepheids,
age≤50 Myr are confined to the central bar region.
5. Discussion
5.1. Break in PL relations
We estimated a break in the PL relation of fundamental-mode
Cepheids and first-overtone Cepheids at ∼ 2.95 days (log(P) =
0.47) and at ∼ 1 day (log(P) = 0.0293) by applying two linear re-
gression fits. Because the break in PL relation is associated with
the break in period-colour relation (Ngeow & Kanbur 2006), we
investigated the break in period colour relation. Fig. 11 shows a
two linear fit regression analysis for the period - (V-I) colour.
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Fig. 10. Two-dimensional age map of the Cepheids in the SMC (derived based on the PAC relations of the fundamental-mode and
first-overtone Cepheids). The stars are shown in 9 different age bins. The age bin size in all the panels except the one in bottom right
panel is 50 Myr. The bottom right panel shows stars with age > 400 Myr.
The break points estimated are more or less similar to the break
points estimated in PL relations. The break in period-colour re-
lation at similar points confirms the break in PL relations.
As mentioned in Sect. 4.1, Tammann et al. (2011) performed
two linear regression analyses of the PL and period-colour re-
lations of Cepheids in the bar region of the SMC. The break
point estimated by Tammann et al. (2011) for the fundamental-
mode Cepheids is close to what we have obtained. But the break
estimated for the first-overtone by them differs from that of
our estimates. The range of log(P) values of fundamental-mode
Cepheids in both the studies are same (0 < log(p) < 1.6). But
for the first-overtone sample, our study has a larger sample in
the shorter period range (log(P) < 0.0). The range of log(P) val-
ues of first-overtone sample in our study is -0.4 < log(P) < 0.7,
whereas the range of log(P) values of first-overtone sample in
the study of Tammann et al. (2011) is -0.2 < log(P) < 0.7. From
Fig. 2 of Tammann et al. (2011) we can see that although the
prominent break point is at log(P) ∼ 0.4, there is another break
at log(P) ∼ 0. This break point was not identified in their study
because of the smaller sample size in the shorter period range. A
larger sample in the shorter period range would have made the
break point at log(P) ∼ 0.029 prominent in our study. To estimate
the other significant break points in our sample, we performed
a multiple regression analysis to the first-overtone sample. Fig.
12 shows the PL fits and period-colour fits. We estimated three
break points at similar points for all the three fits. The values of
the break points are given in the plot. The plot indicates that there
are three break points in our sample at log(P) ∼ -0.28, 0.02, and
0.4. When multiple regression is applied, along with the promi-
nent break point at log(P) = 0.02, we estimate the other signif-
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Fig. 11. (V − I) period-colour diagrams of fundamental-mode
and first-overtone Cepheids. The estimated break points are also
shown as blue squares.
icant break points at log(P) at -0.28, and 0.4. The break point
estimated by Tammann et al. (2011) at log(P) = 0.4 is obtained
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in our sample when a multiple regression analysis is performed.
The difference in the sample size might be the reason for the dif-
ferences in the estimates of prominent break points in the two
studies. The sample of Tammann et al. (2011) covered the bar
region of the SMC, whereas our sample covers the bar and the
disk region. The prominent break points separates the two ma-
jor different populations in the region. Thus we can say that the
major populations in the bar and disk regions are different. The
disk region has more shorter period (log(P) < 0) first-overtone
Cepheids that are significantly different from the longer period
ones.
The ages corresponding to the break points in the PL rela-
tions of fundamental-mode and first-overtone Cepheids were es-
timated using PAC relation to be ∼ 125 Myr and ∼ 250 Myr. The
age can be associated with the mass of the star, which means
that the evolution of a star with different mass and composition
can contribute to the observed break in PL relation. Fig. 1(b)
of Cordier et al. (2003) shows the location of OGLE II identi-
fied SMC Cepheids in the colour-magnitude diagram along with
the Z=0.004 metallicity mass tracks. They found that the blue
loops of three solar mass evolutionary tracks of SMC metallic-
ity do not corss the instability strip (IS) and hence stars fainter
than I ∼ 16 mag cannot form Cepheids with SMC metallicity.
On the other hand, the OGLE II sample and our sample have
many Cepheids faniter than I=16.5, up to about I=18.0 mag.
Cordier et al. (2003) claimed that as the evolutionaty tracks of
lesser metallicty (Z=0.001) cross the IS for fainter magnitudes,
the fainter Cepheids are all of lower metallicity. They men-
tion that among the low-luminosity stars those that are metal
poor become Cepheids in this range. The study by Valle et al.
(2009) found similar results, where only the metal-poor model
(Z=0.0035) could reproduce the LMC Cepheids up to a period
of 1.5 days. Because our data include Cepheids up to 0.3 day,
Cepheids with periods shorter than 1.4 days still have to be metal
poor. We found that low-luminosity Cepheids have a slightly dif-
ferent P-L relation. The break points in the PL relation in the
fundamental mode and first overtone are found at about I=16
mag and I=16.8 mag. This magnitude range more or less co-
incides with the location in which Cordier et al. (2003) expected
metal-poor Cepheids. Thus, it is possible that the break in the PL
relation observed here is due to metal-poor nature of the fainter
Cepheids. The nature of the slope for the fainter ones also sug-
gest that, with respect to the brighter Cepheids, the fainter ones
are intrinsically brighter, thus metal poor. Thus, the break in the
PL relation might be the observational evidence that the fainter
Cepheids in the SMC are metal poor. If this is true, this result
also implies a very metal poor and young population in the SMC,
along with those of SMC metallicity. Detailed high-resolution
spectroscopy of these faint Cepheids is necessary to confirm this
claim.
5.2. Orientation measurements: Comparison with previous
studies
The combined sample of the fundamental-mode and first-
overtone Cepheids in the SMC, are used to estimate the ori-
entation measurements of the SMC disk. From Table 3 we
can see that the analysis of different sub-groups (shorter and
longer fundamental-mode Cepheids and shorter and longer first-
overtone Cepheids) in our sample gives similar estimates for
the orientation measurements of the SMC disk. This suggests
that there is no significant change in the disk structure of the
SMC as traced by different sub-groups in our sample. The re-
sults obtained here (for the combined sample) is compared with
previous estimates in Table 4. Groenewegen (2000) have used
a different definition/notation for the position angle of line of
nodes, which makes their position angle value 90◦ rotated in the
counter clockwise direction. When this is considered, our results
are consistent with previous estimates derived from Cepheids.
All the estimates from Cepheids (other than that of H12) are
based on studies of the central region of the SMC, mainly the
bar region. Compared with these previous studies, our sample
has more Cepheids.
Stanimirovic´ et al. (2004), based on H i, reported a φ of ∼
45◦ for the H i disk of the SMC. The φ obtained in our analysis
is almost orthogonal to that seen in the H i. This suggests that the
kinematical line of nodes is perpendicular to the photometric line
of nodes. Evans & Howarth (2008) obtained a position angle (∼
126o) for the line of steepest velocity gradient, which is similar
to the φ we obtained. A recent kinematic study of red giants and
F/G super giants by Dobbie et al. (2014) found φ to be ∼ 120◦-
130◦, which is also similar to our estimates. A study based on
a sample from a larger spatial coverage data set is required to
understand the discrepancy in the parameters of the gaseous and
stellar disks of the SMC.
5.2.1. Comparison with the study of H12
H12 used the OGLE III data of fundamental-mode Cepheids for
their study. Because we used the same data set in our analysis, a
detailed comparison with their study is given below.
H12 estimated the inclination, position angle of the ma-
jor axis, and the LOS depth of the SMC disk. From Tables:
4 and 2 and Sect. 4.4 we find that all the estimates from the
two studies match well. H12 have estimated the position an-
gle of the major axis and not the position angle of the line
of nodes. Here we would like to point out that the major axis
and the line of nodes are physically two different parameters.
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Fig. 13. Two-dimensional plots of Cepheids in different sub-groups, that are in front of the fitted plane. The details of all the panels
are given in the plot itself.
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Table 4. Summary of orientation measurements of the SMC disk
Reference Inclination, i PAlon, φ Tracer used for the estimate
Caldwell & Coulson (1986) 70o±3o 148o±10 Cepheids
Laney & Stobie (1986) 45o.0±7o 145o±17o Cepheids
Groenewegen (2000) 68o.0±2o.0 238o.0 ±7o.0 Cepheids
H12 74o±9o − Cepheids
Evans & Howarth (2008) − 126o.0 Kinematics of OB stars
Stanimirovic´ et al. (2004) − 45o Kinematics of H i
Dobbie et al. (2014) − 120o Kinematics of F/G supergiants
Our result from the combined sample 64.4 ± 0.66 155.3 ± 6.3 Cepheids
The major axis is the axis of elongation in the density dis-
tribution of the sample, the line of nodes is the line of inter-
section of the galaxy plane and the sky plane. In Table 3 of
H12 they have compared their value with the position angle
estimates in the literature. The position angle values quoted in
their table, from the studies of Caldwell & Coulson (1986) and
Laney & Stobie (1986), are the position angle values of clos-
est part of the SMC disk or the position angle of the axis of the
steepest gradient in magnitude (this axis is perpendicular to the
line of nodes). And the position angle value from the study of
Groenewegen (2000) is the position angle of the line of nodes.
As mentioned earlier, Groenewegen (2000) have used a differ-
ent definition for the position angle measurement. The values of
Subramanian & Subramaniam (2012) quoted in Table 3 of H12
are the position angle of the major axis of the system. When
the changes are considered, the position angle of the major axis
of the SMC disk estimated by H12 matches the estimates from
Subramanian & Subramaniam (2012). But from the estimates
of the position angle of line of nodes we can see that the major
axis is not aligned with the line of nodes, and they are nearly
orthogonal to each other. In the present study we also found that
the major axis is perpendicular to the line of nodes. H12 also es-
timated the individual distances to each Cepheid and found that
the regions in the eastern side of the SMC are closer to us. We
also found that the eastern regions of the SMC are closer to us.
In the present study there are two major additions to the
study of H12. Along with the fundamental-mode Cepheids, we
have used the first-overtone Cepheids, which increased the sam-
ple size. Moreover we have estimated the ages of the sample
by using the PAC relation and hence estimated the SFH of the
SMC within the last ∼ 50-900 Myr. Based on this we tried to un-
derstand the evolution and interaction history of the SMC disk.
Along with the above mentioned major additions, there are other
significant results in our present study. We estimated a break
in the PL relations of the fundamental-mode and first-overtone
Cepheids and separate PL relations for the sub-groups were de-
rived and used for the estimation of relative distances. This im-
proved the accuracy of structural parameters. As a by-product
of the study we have presented a foreground-reddening map to-
wards the SMC. The LOS depth was corrected for the effects of
orientation measurements and then the scale height of the SMC
disk was estimated.
5.3. Extra-planar features
As described in Sect. 4.4, the Cepheids with a deviation larger
than 6 kpc (more than twice the error in the estimate of the z co-
ordinate) from the fitted plane were considered as extra-planar.
The locations of the sample that are closer and farther from the
fitted plane are shown in Fig. 4. The extra-planar features identi-
fied in the disk of the SMC are important because they give clues
to the interaction and evolutionary history of the SMC disk. The
effects of the population differences of the Cepheids and redden-
ing in detecting the extra-planar features have to be considered
carefully to understand the deviating structures and also to know
whether the identified structures are real or not. In this section
we discuss these effects in detail.
We obtained a break in the PL relations of the fundamental-
mode and first-overtone sample of Cepheids. The break in the
PL relation suggests that the SMC disk hosts a different popula-
tion of Cepheids. These population differences can affect the es-
timate of relative distances and hence the extra-planar features.
But in the present study, we have estimated separate PL rela-
tions for each sub-group and used the respective PL relations for
the estimate of relative distances. Thus in principle, the popula-
tion differences of the sub-groups should not affect the identifi-
cation of extra-planar features. Still, it is important to understand
the spatial distribution of the extra-planar features identified in
different sub-groups. The extra-planar features, in front and be-
hind the fitted plane, of different sub-groups (shorter/longer pe-
riod fundamental-mode and first-overtone Cepheids) are shown
in Figs. 13 and 14. From Fig. 13 we can see that longer period
Cepheids in the fundamental-mode closer sample are concen-
trated in the central/bar region, with very few stars in the eastern
regions. All other sub-groups are distributed in the central and
eastern regions. From Fig. 14 we can see that the distribution of
farther Cepheids are more or less similar for all the sub-groups.
There is no particular pattern seen for a specific sub-group.
The effect of reddening plays a main role in determining the
extra-planar features. The extra-planar features, which are found
both behind the disk and in front of the disk, could be in the plane
of the SMC disk itself if there were an over-estimate or under-
estimate of the reddening. In the present analysis, we have used
only the PL relations, and the magnitude residuals were mod-
elled as variations in distance and reddening only. Because we
did not consider the period-colour relation of the Cepheids, we
could have over-estimated the reddening for long-period stars
and under-estimated the reddening for short-period Cepheids.
Fig. 15 shows the relative variation of reddening with respect
to the mean reddening as a function of period. This diagram ad-
dresses the effect of any systematic effects due to the Cepheid
period-colour relation in the derived reddenings. The fitted line
in the plot shows that both the slope and intercept are zero. This
suggests that our estimated reddening values have no systematic
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effect due to the period - colour relation of Cepheids. We also
plot a two-dimensional plot of reddening and the deviations. The
deviations and the reddening values obtained are shown in Fig.
16. We do not see a strong correlation between reddening and
the deviation because both positive and negative deviations are
observed as regions with high reddening, that is the reddening
could not have been under, and over-estimated.
As this analysis show that the extra-planar features can be
considered as real features, we carefully examined the locations
of these features and tried to connect them with the already
known features in the SMC. Figure 13 shows that the central
and eastern regions have features in front of the plane. Very few
stars are found to be north of -72◦.0. There are a few stars in the
south-western region of the disk, which matches the location in
which Caldwell & Coulson (1986) found some Cepheids to be
in front of the disk. All the panels show that there are more stars
in the eastern region located in fornt of the fitted plane by about
5-14 kpc. Recently, Nidever et al. (2013) found a bimodal dis-
tance distribution of the red clump population (age ∼ 1-9 Gyr) in
the eastern regions (at position angles, 26◦, 71◦, 116◦ and 161◦)
of outer SMC (r = 4◦.0.), with one component in the SMC mean
distance and the second component at 55 kpc. They suggested
this component to be the tidally stripped stellar counterpart of
H i gas in the Magellanic Bridge. The Cepheids observed to be
in front of the plane in the eastern regions may possibly be the
younger counterpart of this tidally stripped population. Fig. 14
shows that the features behind the plane are mostly across north-
east to south-west. From comparing the features in Fig. 13, we
can say that the eastern regions have Cepheids in front of as well
as behind the fitted plane. Simulations by Diaz & Bekki (2012)
predicted a tidal feature known as counter bridge away from
the SMC at a distance of ∼ 85 kpc, along the north-east south-
west direction. Although the the Cepheids behind the plane are
not at 85 kpc, they are possibly part of the counter bridge pre-
dicted by Diaz & Bekki (2012). Nidever et al. (2013) did not
find intermediate-age stellar counterparts of the counter bridge.
Thus the presence of Cepheids behind the fitted plane along the
north-east to south-west is the first observational evidence for an
existence of the counter bridge.
The origin of young stellar population out of the plane of the
SMC disk is of great interest because it helps to understand the
recent interaction history of the SMC with its neighbours. This
is discussed in the next section.
5.4. Recent epoch of interaction
Simulations by various groups (Besla et al. 2012, Diaz & Bekki
2012) predicted the last close encounter between the SMC and
the LMC to be around 100-300 Myr. They proposed that a di-
rect recent collision between the LMC and SMC would likely
leave notable marks in the SFHs of both of these galaxies.
A correlated burst of star formation during such an encounter
has also been suggested in many earlier numerical studies (e.g.
Gardiner & Noguchi 1996; Bekki & Chiba 2005, Besla et al.
2007). Pietrzyn˜ski & Udalski (2000) found two peaks in the age
distribution of the LMC and the SMC young clusters, at ∼ 100
Myr and ∼ 160 Myr. Glatt et al. (2010) found a peak of cluster
formation around 160 Myr in the SMC and a peak at 125 Myr in
the LMC. A recent study of Cepheids in the LMC by Joshi et al.
(2014) found a peak of star formation around 125 - 200 Myr,
and this age range matches with our estimates of the peaks in
the age distribution of Cepheids in the SMC. Thus all these ob-
servational studies found a coincidence of star formation peaks
between 100-300 Myr in the LMC and the SMC.
To understand the directional preference of star formation
during the last epoch of interaction, the spatial dependence of
age distribution of Cepheids was analysed. The observed region
was divided into 9 regions, east (x<-0.75 kpc, y<0.75kpc and
y>-0.75 kpc), west (x>0.75 kpc, y<0.75kpc and y>-0.75 kpc),
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Fig. 17. Normalised age distributions of Cepheids in different regions of the SMC disk.The distribution of the north-western region
is not shown because the region does not have statistically significant sample.
north (y>0.75 kpc, x<0.75kpc and x>-0.75 kpc), south (y>-0.75
kpc, x<0.75kpc and x>-0.75 kpc), north-east (y>0.75 kpc and
x<-0.75kpc), north-west (y>0.75 kpc and x>0.75kpc), south-
east (y<-0.75 kpc and x<-0.75kpc) south-west (y<-0.75 kpc and
x>0.75kpc), and central (y>-0.75 kpc, y<0.75 kpc, x<0.75kpc
and x>-0.75 kpc) regions. The normalised age distributions of
the Cepheids in these regions are shown in Fig. 17. Because
the number of stars in the north-western region is not statisti-
cally significant we do not show the age distribution of this re-
gion. Figure shows that the younger peak at ∼ 100-140 Myr is
not very significant in the western, southern, south-western, and
south-eastern regions. These regions are dominated by the peak
at earlier epoch, ∼ 180-260 Myr. On the other hand, the eastern
and north-eastern regions are dominated by a peak at ∼ 100-140
Myr. The northern and central regions receive contributions from
both the younger and older populations. The peak at ∼ 180-260
Myr is present in all the panels. The presence of strong younger
peak in the eastern, especially north-eastern region mildly sug-
gests that the star formation in the SMC might have propagated
from south-west to north-east during the recent epoch of interac-
tion with the LMC. Indu & Subramaniam (2011) observed such
a directional propagation of star formation towards the north-
east in the SMC from analysing the young population.
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The origin of the extra-planar Cepheids that we see in our
sample can be explained in the context of the recent LMC-SMC
interaction. The recent interaction at ∼ 100-300 Myr ago could
have triggered star formation in the SMC disk and could also
have tidally stripped stars and gas from the disk. The extra-
planar Cepheids in our sample might be the tidally stripped
Cepheids (which might have formed in the SMC disk before the
epoch and/or during the early epoch of interaction). To deter-
mine whether the extra-planar Cepheids have any preferential
age range, the normalised age distributions of the planar and
extra-planar features were analysed. We show this in Fig. 18.
The solid and dashed line show the age distribution of Cepheids
on the fitted plane and out of the fitted plane. The ages of the
two peaks in the distribution of the Cepheids out of the plane
are similar to that identified for the Cepheids on the fitted plane.
This means that the extra-planar Cepheids have no preferential
age distribution and a similar age range as that of the Cepheids
on the plane. The extra-planar Cepheids can be divided into three
groups. One is the oldest sample with an age > 300 Myr, the sec-
ond group has an age range 100 - 300 Myr, and the third group
is younger than 100 Myr. The classification is based on the cri-
teria that the first (108 stars), second (593 stars), and third (102
stars) group of stars are those formed before, during, and after
the bracketted epoch of recent interaction.
We can speculate that the first group, which is the older
population in the extra-planar sample, contains the stars tidally
stripped from the plane of the SMC during the interaction. The
origin of the second group of stars, which constitutes a larger
portion of the extra-planar sample, needs to be addressed care-
fully. Three scenarios, associated with the epoch of interaction,
which can be attributed to the origin of the second group, are
described below. In the first scenario the interaction causes the
gas to be tidally stripped out of the plane and stars to be formed
simultaneously from this gas. The second scenario: interaction
triggered star formation in the disk and simultaneously stripped
a few percent of these stars out of the plane. The third scenario
proposes that the interaction triggered star formation in the gas,
which was already located out of the plane. The third scenario
seems to be more physically feasible because the time scale in-
volved in the first two scenarios is very short to explain the ob-
served number of extra-planar Cepheids in the second group.
Along with the stars, gas from the SMC would also have been
tidally stripped during the recent epoch of interaction. This gas
may form stars only later and not exactly at the epoch of inter-
action. Thus we can say that the third group of stars, which are
the youngest population in the extra-planar sample, are formed
from the gas tidally stripped during the recent interaction and/or
formed from the gas that was already present out of the plane.
Although we can argue the formation scenario of the youngest
group to be from the tidally stripped gas in the recent or earlier
interactions, the triggering mechanism involved in the formation
of stars in the gas out of the plane is not clear.
According to the model calculations by Diaz & Bekki
(2012), the SMC had undergone a strong interaction with the
LMC at ∼ 2 Gyr ago, before the recent strong interaction with
the LMC, which disrupted its gaseous disk. According to their
model, this gas created the Magellanic Stream, and part of this
gas also was engulfed by the LMC creating star formation in
the LMC. The left-over gas around the SMC plane would have
compressed to form stars during the recent interaction, which
would have resulted in the observed Cepheids out of the plane .
Thus the the origin of the second group of extra-planar Cepheids
is more likely to be due to the triggered star formation of the
gas out of the plane around the SMC during the recent epoch of
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Fig. 18. Normalised age distribution of the full sample of the
Cepheids on the plane and out of the plane are shown as solid
and dashed line.
interaction. In addition, the presence of enough gas out of the
plane as a result of SMC interaction at ∼ 2 Gyr ago and insitu
star formation in the gas can explain the origin of all the three
groups of extra-planar samples of Cepheids.
If the extra-planar sample are formed from the gas out of
the plane thrown out from the main disk at ∼ 2 Gyr, then these
stars are expected to have a lower metallicity than the stars that
formed in the plane at the same epoch. Thus a detailed spec-
troscopic study of these Cepheids will provide more input to un-
derstand the origin of the extra-planar Cepheids. A spectroscopic
study will also help to distinguish the tidally stripped population
from the stars that formed from the out of the plane gas.
6. Summary
We estimated the structural parameters of the SMC disk using
the PL realtion of the fundamental-mode and first-overtone
Cepheids from the OGLE III catalogue.
We estimated a break in the PL relation of fundamental
mode Cepheids at log(P) = 0.47 and a break at log(P) = 0.029
in the PL relation of first-overtone Cepheids.
The planar parameters were estimated using the PL relations
of shorter and longer period Cepheids separately. After remov-
ing the outliers, the planar parameters were re-estimated. For
the combined sample, we found an inclination i = 64◦.4±0◦.7
and φ = 155◦.3±6◦.3.
Extra-planar features in front and behind the fitted plane
were identified. Some of the Cepheids in the eastern regions in
front of the fitted plane are possibly the youngest tidally stripped
population associated with the Magellanic Bridge, during the
recent interaction of the MCs. The Cepheids behind the fitted
plane provide the first observational evidence for an existence
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of the counter bridge, proposed by Diaz & Bekki (2012).
The orientation-corrected depth/thickness of the SMC disk
was estimated after correcting the line-of-sight depth for the
orientation measurements of the disk. The scale height of the
disk was obtained as 0.82 ± 0.3 kpc.
The age of Cepheids was obtained by using the PAC
relation. In the age distribution we identified two peaks at ∼
100-140 Myr and ∼ 200-240 Myr and the general profile of the
distribution matches the cluster age distribution in the SMC well.
As a by-product of this study, a reddening map towards the
SMC disk was presented.
The position angle φ we estimated is almost orthogonal to
that obtained for the H i disk of the SMC.
Photometric and spectroscopic studies of Cepheids in a
larger area of the SMC are essential to better understand the
variation of structural parameters and also the interaction history
of the SMC.
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